
Jeff   

Once again I put pen to paper to tell the tale of one of our rescue animals.  

This one is Jeff. He was a Kimbery Rock Monitor lizard. They are native to Northern 

Australia and as usual go by a number of different common names such as the 

Kakadu Sand Goanna. 

 

I’ve spent a fair amount of time wandering around the globe and my abiding 

memories of common names of reptiles in Australia is that they were direct and to 

the point. For instance, one of the most poisonous snakes there is brown so, its 

common name is the Brown Snake. There is a chunky skink with a blue tongue, no 

prizes for guessing its common name. A Blue Tongued Skink       

 

Why Jeff Needed Rescued 

I’ve mentioned our friend Carl in relation to our rescue animals a few times now and 

Jeff was his final hurrah. While he was a highly qualified and respected marine 

biologist and herpetologist (amphibians and reptiles), his approach to business was 

driven by his passion for rare and wonderful creatures rather than balancing the 

books. The inevitable happened and he eventually had to go and get a job in the 

world of academia.  

 

This did, however, leave the issue of homing his collection. I use the word collection 

rather than stock as that more accurately describes his relationship with the animals 

he had. Unfortunately, this made it more difficult than it could have been for him to 

rehome things as he had to carefully vet the new home. The pattern that you may 

have noticed emerging from our friendship with Carl was that we had become the 

home of last resort. We also have to hold our hands up to the fact that we colluded 

with this and with hindsight may even have encouraged it       

 

How it Happened 

With most things rehomed only Jeff remained. As you can see below, he was a 

hansom looking beast who seemed to have three different colour bands. At the head 

brown, in the middle orange and at the back end black and white. 



 

 

He was very interested in his environment and not shy at all. Although he wasn’t that 

keen on being handled, he was very curious and would come to the glass to look 

right back at you, even posing for photos. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



More Laidback than Neil? 

Last issues piece featured Neil, the plica-plica who was rescued twice and I 

suggested that once he’d settled in, he was one of the most laidback animals we’ve 

had. However, Jeff gave him a run for his money. While Neil would hang off the edge 

of branches Jeff took it to whole different level. I even caught him hanging by one 

hand from a piece of bark! 

 

 
 
The other difference was that while Neil would act as if you weren’t there, Jeff would 

hang and look straight at you. You could almost hear his attitude, yea and you 

problem with this is..? All he really needed was a pair of dark sunglasses       

 

Sadly Jeff has also passed on and still we argue which was the most laidback and 

coolest dude. So you’ve seen the pics, what do you think?  

 

 


